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あらまし：能装束は日本の重要文化財の一つであり，能装束に関する表現法の研究は活発的に行っている．本研

究は，透過性を持つ能装束のリアルタイム表現法を提案する．透過性を持つ能装束を表現するとき， 3次元の能装

束を幾っかレイヤに分割するための計算時聞がかかる．ここで，その 3次元の計算を避け，すでに生成した2次元

の情報を用いて計算を行い，計算時間を減少することができる．また，この手法は能装束以外にも適用できる．

Summary: Noh costume is one impo口antcultural asset in Japan and some studies are carried out to present the 

appearance of the Noh Costume. In this paper, a real-time representing techniqu巴 ofNoh gossamer costume is 

proposed. Usually, the JD Noh cos知meis divided to some layers to present the gossamer costume and computing 

time is very long. Here, the 2D information is used to compute new color on the Noh gossamer costume directly and 

the computing time is decreased. This technique can be used to represent other transparent objects also. 
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1. Introduction 

(b) 

Fi包ore1: (a) Example of Japanese Noh Gossamer Costume. 
( b) Closeup of gossamer textile. 

Noh is a classical Japanese performanc巴formwhich com-

bines elements of dance, drama, music and poetry into one 

highly aesthetic stage art. It ha日beenperformed since the 

14th century and is still popular throughout Japan now. Cur-

rently there exists many ancient Noh costumes. Some pho-

tos of Noh costumes are shown in Figure I. The oldest sur-

viving Noh garments date from the 15th century during the 

reign of the sixth shogun, Yoshimasu (reigned 1440-1473). 

For protection reason, th巴seprecious culture heritage can not 

be exhibited frequently. The aim of our I巴searchis to digi-

talize these heritages and provide an interactive and flexible 

observation way to the us巴rs.We think it will be helpful to 

make more and more peopl巴becomefamiliar with Japanese 

Noh art. There are two problems need to be addressed, how 

to repr巴sentthe surface appearance of the woven fabric and 

how to provide interactive walkingthrough. 

Fab1 ic's mesostructure plays an extremely important role 

in the reflectance behavior of cloth. According to how the 

mesosuucture is reconstructed, cloth rendering techniques 

じanbe divided into two types. The first strategy explicitly 
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models the mesostructure, renders it using different lighting 

models and rendering techniques and thus lack generality. 

The second category measures the reflectance properties of 

a given textile and then uses the result for realistic rendering. 
The optical behavior of the yarns and the fabric mesostruc-

ture can be described by the bidirectional texture function 

(BTF), which describes how a planar texture probe changes 

its app巴aranceunder different illuminating and viewing di-

rections. Considering of the uncertainty of yarn material and 

weave of Noh costume, we follow the second techniqu巴
which is based on the measured BTF data. 

In this paper, we focus on processing the Noh costumes 

made by gossamer textile which r巴fersto those with loose 

open weave, as shown in Figure 1. The significant inter-

vals between yarns make the gossamer Noh costume highly 

transparent. We achieve the interactive transparency reル

dering of Noh gossamer costume by depth peeling tech-
nique [9], which is a simple and robust algorithm for re-

solving order-independent transparency rendering on com-

modity graphics hardware. Depth peeling approach does not 

require sorting geometric primitives and can d巴alwith inter時

間ctingpolygons. However, its principal drawback is that a 
scene with maximum depth complexity D must be rendered 

D times. We enhance our depth peeling based transparency 
rendering in two effective ways to allow fast walkingthough. 

Most of current depth peeling based algorithms perform 

the z-range culling step in fragment shader. Thus the whole 

model need to be geometric transformed and rasterized in 

each rendering pass. 

Making use of the horsepower of geometry shader, th巴

latest programming component of GPU, we discard the 

polygons which have be巴nwholly select巴dand rendered in 
geometry shader to avoid the unnecessary rasterization of 

them. Thus each rendering pass except the first one can be 

accelerated. 

Our system further accel巴ratethe interactive r巴nderingof 
Noh gossamer costume by taking advantage of the coherence 

between adjacent frames. 

In most cases, the appearance of the scene changes lit-

tie from frame to frame when a viewer navigates through 

the virtual environment. We exploit this path coherence by 

caching one frame for possible reuse in many subsequent 
frames. The depth images representing different layers of the 

source frame are warped to current frame and then resorted 

to get co汀ecttransparency under cu町entviewpoint. 

Through this way, the complexity of our interactive ren-

dering algorithm only relates with the resolution of the out-

put window. Considering of the big number of polygons 
needed to describe various details of cloth (drape, crease 

etc.) and the possible several transparent objects in the scene, 

our interactive rendering efficiency can be improved through 

making use of the path coherence. The interactivity of our vi命

sualization system is also guaranteed by executing the depth 

image warping operatio日onGPU. No retrieval from GPU to 

CPU is necessary. 

An eπor metric that quanti自白 thediscr巴pancybetween 
the appearance of the cached depth images and original ge-

ometry is used to determine whether the warped depth im-

ages ar，巴 likelyto provide an adequate approximation of cur-

rent frame. The error is calculated for each fragment and also 

accomplished by GPU. We use occlusion query [7] to know 

the number of fragments whose巴汀orfor cu汀entframe is 

larger than some user specified threshold. When there are too 
many・fault’fragments(also indicated by some user defined 

number), the next fram巴isrend巴redby the original geome-

try and巴xactlyBTF mapping and cached as the new source 

frame. 

The difference b巴tweenour accelerated interactive visu-

alization technique and other depth image based render-
ing (DIBR) algorithm such as LDI [21] is that our approach 

does not require a pre-sampling stage while it is日巴じ巴ssary

for most other DIBR systems. Most DIBR systems do not 

use scene geometry during interactive rendering no matter 

whether it is available or not. How巴ver,our system reuse the 

scen巴geometrywh巴nthe cached data cannot meet the re-

quirement of rendering cuπent frame. 

The main contribution of our approach is as follows: 

• Propose an system of digitalization and interactiv巴visual-

ization of the culture heritage, Japanese ancient Noh gos-

samer costumes. 

• Successful acc巴leratedepth peeling algorithm for order-

independent transparency rendering by getting rid of the 
rasterization of those polygons have already been wholly 

selected in the previous rendering pass巴s.To our know!-

edge, other depth peeling approaches haven’t included 

this effective step. 

• Gain an satisfied speedup of walkingthrough by success-
ful combination of geometry-based and image-based ren-
dering. The switch between the two rendering strategies 

is flexibly controlled by the per frame c汀orcalculated on 

GPU. No pre”computation is needed. 

2. Related work 

2.1. Visualization of woven cloth 

Modeling and rendering of textiles and clothing keep be-

ing an active r巴searιharea in computer graphics because of 
their widespread presence in our daily life. Generally speak 

ing, clo山 canbe divided into two types, knitwear and wo-

ven cloth. Rendering of knitwear focus on capture the fluffy 

nature of wool and the resulting self-shadowing due to the 

volume occupied by thick woolen yarn [I 0,8‘6 ] . For woven 

cloth, the complex weave patterns ne巴dsspecial represen-

tation and creation techniques. [2, 3] addresses the problem 

of visualizing arbi汀arycomplex weave patterns. [22] achieve 
the efficient and realistic visualization of cloth by using BTF. 



Instead of fitting some BRDF model, [22] interactively ren-

ders cloth by using a principal component analysis of the 

captured BTF data. Our system adopts the same strategy for 

reproducing surface appearance of Noh costume. We also re-

solve the transparency rendering of cloth, which hasn ‘t been 

addressed by [22]. 

2.2. Transparency rendering 

The major challenge for rendering transparency is that, to 

achieve the coJTect compositing effect, the entire model 

n巴巴dsto b巴 resorted whenever th巴 view point or scene 

geometry chang巴S On the contlary, only the f、ront-most 

pm噌

a mir】in】t』m-fi口dir】gprobl巴m.Sorting is an time consuming 

and tedious step especially for complex scene and constantly 

deforming o切ects.

There exists a variety of techniqu巴sthat exploits the mas-

sive computation power of the z-buffi巴rgraphics hardware to 

implement the crucial sorting task for transparency r巴nder-

ing 

Depth pe巴ling[16,9] is the most widely used one due to its 

simplicity and robustness. The technique requires O(N) ren-

de吋ngpasses to rend巴rorder-independent transparency with 

depth complexity N. The l仰 ltime complex町 isO(N2) as 

each render pass requir巴spassing down all transparent ge-

ometry. [23] improves the time complexity of depth peeling 

from quadratic to linear, but requires the application to sort 

objects into depth batches. [15proposes an acceleration by 

peeling multiple layers simultan巴ouslyper rendering pass 

via multiple rende1ing target (MRT) technique and read-

modify-write (RMW) operations, which is similar with [4]'s 

k-Buffer. Other improvements, such as [24, I ], lack generaト

ity as they require features not available in cu口巴ntgener-

ation commodity graphics hardware. Exploiting the power 

of latest g巴ometryshader, we propose another effective巴n-

hancement of depth peeling technique without any hardware 

modification requirement. Our improvement oJ depth peeト

ing can be easily integrated into other depth p巴巴lingbased 

method. 

2ふ Coherencein computer graphics 

Coherence is based on the principle of locality, wh巴reby 

”nearby”things do have the same or similar characteristics. 

Coherence prop巴打ieshave been exploited in a variety of dif-

ferent methods and techniques [10,12,21,17,5]. [10] exploits 

path coherence to accelerate walkthroughs of geometrically 

complex scenes. In the course of a walkthrough, images re-

cently used are cached for reus巴insubsequent frames. The 

visual artifacts are controlled by an E汀ormetric. The ba訂正：

idea behind our acceleration method for walkingthough is 

similar with [21 ]. However, instead of estimating the error in 

o切ectspace as in [21 ]. our system qualifies the discrepancy 

by directly evaluating the r巴nderedimage by using the horse-

power of GPU. 

3. Measurement 

We carried out the measurements u引ngOptical Gyro Mea-

suring Machine (OGM). As shown in 日gur巴 2,OGM in-

clud巴Sa four-axis motion device that can position a cam-

era and a I ight sourc巴independentlyanywhere on the hemi-

sphere under computer control. The measuring and post-

processing st巴pof the BTF data of gossamer textile is sim-

ilar with [22]Please refer to [22] for the details. The only 

difference is that the textile needs to be separated from the 

background in all the captured images. By using black back-

ground, most of the separation work can be automatically 

accomplished by comparing each pixel’s RGB valu巴 with

some threshold. 

Figure 2: (a) OGM. (b) Jl/ustration of OGM’s motion dev1.ce. 

4. Transparency rendering 

As mentioned earlier, our solution to order independent 

transparency rendering of gossamer Noh costume is based 

on the depth peeling technique. For clarity, we first give a 

brief introduction of the classical depth pe巴lingapproach 

and then describe our eff巴ctiv巴improvementsusing geom・

etry shad巴r.

4.1. Brief Review of Depth Peeling 

Depth peeling, d巴scribedin gen巴ralby Mammen [ 1 ] and 

for GPUs by Everitt [9], solves order independent trans-

parency on the GPU by multトpassrende吋ng.Within i'" pass 

the i'" layer (nearest to the eye) is selected and rendered. 

The layers-so-far buffer is maintained to accumL』latethe 

transparent layers already rendered. Besides the ordinary z-

buffering, each pass performs an additional z-range culling, 

which only accepts 白agmentsthat are behind the co町e-

sponding z in th巴 lay巴rs-so-farbuffer, in fragment shader. 

The peeling process stops until no more transparent frag-

ments are r巴『1der巴d(this can be determined by occlusion 

query [71)ー

The principle drawback of depth peeling is that the al-

gorithm needs O(N) rendering passcs where N is the layer 
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number of transparent fragments in the scene. Each pass re-

quires a complete geometric transformation and rasterization 

of all transparent polygons. Some scenes, such as particle 

systems for smoke, require O(N2) rendering time, where N 
is the number of primitives and can be very huge. 

4.2. Z-range culling in geometry shader 

Most of the existing depth peeling methods perform the z-

range culling operation and discard fragments in仕agment

shader. Then those geometric primitives have already been 
wholly selected and rendered also need to be transformed 

and rasterized in the remaining rendering passes, which is 

meaningless and should be avoided. However, before the ge-

ometηshader is available, it is almost impossible to do z-

range culling operation in vertex shader as one polygon can 
fall into several layers and usually each vertex shader can not 

fetch the information of the corresponding vertex. 

Input Da祖

，...，凶~輔附由旬e

抽 9・

伐禽M,,._.. 

S祖9・
Output Data 

M駒市ryRe嗣，国§

仰岬町，τ，M国・，
Cons祖副血品衛｝

Figure 3: Pictureρvm DirectX JO documentation that rep-

resents the graphic pipeline. 

Nvidia opened geometry shader at November, 2006. Ge-

ometry shader stage take place between ve口巴xshader and 
viewport clipping stage, as shown in Figure 3. It operates on 

the assembled primitives transformed by v巴rtexshader and 
can emit zero or more primitives, which are rasterized and 

ultimately passed to pixel shader. Thus we can perform an-

other z-range culling in geometry shad巴rand forbid those 
polygons whose vertices are all before the coπ巴spondingz 
in the layers-so-far buff，巴rto be passed to the viewport clip-

ping stage. Those unnecessary rasterization can be avoided 

in this way. Our effective enhancement does not require any 

hardware modifications and can be integral巴dinto other ac-

celeration techniques of depth peeling such as [23唱15].

5. Interactive visualization 

As a viewer follows a continuous path through a virtual 

environment, there is typically considerable coherence be-
tween successive frames. Thus we are activated to exploit 

this coherence to accelerate th巴interactiv巴renderingof gos-

samer Noh costume. Our system caches the d巴pthimages 

representing various layers rend巴redin one frame and uses 

them to render several subsequent frames. Instead of simply 

reusing the same images, we warp the cach巴ddepth images 

to current view point. 

5.1. Depth image warping on GPU 

Depth image warping, one of the key techniques of Image-

Based rendering (IBR), transforms the pixels of the source 

image to the target image by using some 3D warping equa-

tion. The most widely us巴d3D warping equation is dev巴I-
op巴dby McMillan and Bishop [ 18, 19], McMillan and Bishop 

emphasized a non-Euclidean formulation of 3D warping, 

which is useful for warping imag巴sacquired with unknown 
or poorly除 knowncamera calibration [19]And their equation 

doesn ’t compute the target pixel depth explicitly. However, 

our interactive rendering system can easily fetch th巴”cam-

era”parameters and needs the warped depth to get the cor-
rect transparency of the target仕am巴．

As shown in Figure 5, for a given target viewpoint, the 3D 

warping can be divided into two steps，。rstreverse pr，句ect

the source image to 3D o吋巴ctspace and then re-pr句ect

them to the target window space. OpenGL/Direct3D, the 

premier environments for developing interactive graphics 
applications, perform the similar proc巴durewhen rendering 

3D o句巴cts.Thus, same as [14], we adopt another 3D warping 

equation which is accordant with th巴renderingpipeline of 

OpenGL/Direct3D. The vertex transformation in rende1ing 

pipeline is shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 4: The verte.λtrans. (J1111ation in附 1deringpipeline. 

Suppose PohJ削＝＝［λo,.Yo,Zo,l]T, we have 

P刊eニ［λe・Ye，こe,IJT = Mmod 

Pc1;p = [xc,Yc, Zc, We( =・ Mproject X P eye (2) 

Pndc ＝ニ ［Xm/c・Yndc・Zndn1( ニコ Pc/ip/w《 (3) 
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(-1三Xndc『.＇＇ndcよndc三I)

Pwin ~＂ [X11・,_ (4) 

Suppose the window width and height are W and H pixels 

respectively, 0壬ん川 :SW,0壬Ywin壬H and o：：；こ川n壬l
Smaller z means nearer to th巴viewpoint.

Combine equation l→4守 wecan get the transform equa-

tion from object space to window space 

P川11.ccご MA×Pobject (5) 

MA  I/we X Mriewport×M，，町

The 3D warping equation can be written as 

Pdwin'=-M 川 υpingP nvi11 (7) 

Mwarpi11g =c. M1AM斗l (8) 

かM =M  . • ポ M .-1 アEs .,,.,.,,j ng rn s11 ・ 

Fi包＇.Ure5: The JD wa1ping equa1ion accordant with The問 11・

dering pipeline. 

By using equation 8，巴achpixel can p巴rformits 3D warp-

mg independently and efficiently on GPU although the com-

putation se巴mscomplex. And all the necessary parameters 

can be easily fetched through some 3D APL We use a ver-

tex shader to perform this step as a vert巴xshader enables 

user to freely define the transfo1mation matrix of vertic巴S

After all the depth images are warped, a fragment shader re-

sort and then blend the resultant depth images. Through this 

way the complexity for getting correct transparency render 

ing changes from N2 to 112, where N is the number of poly-

gons of the scene geometTy and /1 is the window 1esolution. 

5.2. Error Metric 

As described above, out system warps every pixel m a ge-

ometrically conect manner as we use images with peトpix巴l

depth (depth images). However, the mapping between source 

and target depth image pixels is not one to one. 

• Folds As shown in Figure 6 (a). P1 and Q, should be 
blended according to their depth. However, there is writ-

ing crash problem when we do 3D warping by vertex 

shader, the correct blending can not be guaranteed in this 

case 

• Holes : As shown in Figure 6 (b) and (c). Holes can b巴

filled by rastetization. However, it will decrease the image 

quality. 

Thus we ne巴dan巴町ormetric, which, given source and tar-

get view point and source depth images, quantifies the differ-

ence betw巴enthe appearance by warping depth images and 

rendering the actual geometry. If the difference is smaller 

than some user-specified threshold E, the approximation is 

deemed acceptable. An important requirement for an accept-

able error metric is that it must be suitable for parallel com-

putation as we want to perform all the computation on GPU. 

Our e町ormetric is 

t=D . . . . 

Err .cc• ~ I叫 －N,.;I十max(I広否；：｜－｜耳石｜） (9) 

→・max( I耳古｜－阿古｜）ート max（阿可｜）

where Dis the number of layers, s means the source frame 

and t means the target frame. 

t=D 
• I IN1; -N,.;1. N5; and N1; are the numbers of non-empty 

pixels i日 depthimage i, i.e. layer i, of source and target 

frame respectively. 

This item is used to qualify folds. N,; and N1; are fetched 

by occlusion query, which is also the neι巴ssarystep of 

classical depth p巴eling.

• max(I耳芯；：｜一｜昭1).P5; ar】 si are an 

cent日0日－emptyfragments in the same d巴pthimage i of 

sourじeframe. P,; and Q1; ar巴intarget fram巴

Tl可isite『I】m巴asur巴Sthe正lista日ceof two adjaじentfragm巴nt

aft巴

？ ; 

l一一一一→lalways equals to I (pixel). I P1;{2,;I needs to be evaluated 

in geometry shader as it needs the information of at least 

two pixels. We us巴 ageometry shader in the rendering 

pass which performs depth image warping to calculate 

this item. 

• max（何百｜－阿£.：i).Es and ιa削 hesou悶 andtarget 

view points re日p巴ctively.

This item measures char】geof the distance between the 

depth image pixel and the viewpoint. We adopt this item 
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(a)Fold: Two pixels in the sa腸 source
depth image皿 ywarp to the s胡 epi1el rn 
the target depth image. 

(b) Hole: Pixels on P舟田 isless th朗 (c) Hole: Another case. pixels on P,Q,. --

Figure 6: The mapping between source and target depth image pixels is not one to one. 

to estimate whether there are some parts not fallen into the 

view frustum of the source vi巴W point visible to the target 

V附 point.J耳忍Jis calculate的 yafrag剛山haderdur-

i ng rendering the source frame and stored into a t巴xture.

｜瓦宮Jand何百｜－何百Jare calculated in the vertex 
shader performing 3D warping. 

• max(J応可｜）
This item is designed to qualify the巴rrnrof BTF texture 

mapping. When the window space coordinates of a ver-

tex doesn’t change much in source and cu汀entframe, we 

avoid texture mapping operation for cu汀entframe. This 

item can also be calculated in the vertex shader perform-

ing 3D warping. 

As it is hard to p巴rformon-the-fly operations such as sum 

or maximum on GPU, we translate max operation in equa-

tion 9 to comparison operation, i.e. comparing the co汀e-

sponding value to some user-defined threshold for each item, 

and discard the primitives fail to pass the test. Then the result 

of equation 9 can be returned to our system through occlu-

sion query. 

When th巴 warpingr巴suitof cached depth images cannot 

guarantee the rendering quality of current frame, we use th巴

scene geometηand BTF data to render th巴cu汀・ent台ame.

Most DIBR system prepar巴ssourc巴 depthimages in pre-

computation stage and do not use scene geome汀yduring in-
teractive walkingthrough. We choose to re-render the scene 

using the original geometry when necessary because the pre-

computation stage can be omitted and new O句ectscan be 

added to our scene during interactive walkthrough. 

6. Experimental Result 

We have done some experiments to evaluate our approach. 

The results were obtained under Windows XP Service Pack 

2 on a 2.80GHz Pentimue, 2GB RAM machine. Our graph-

ics accelerator is Nvidia G巴Force8600 GT with 256MB on-

board memory. The Noh costume model we used is scanned 

by VIVID 910 and the Noh costume belongs to the Tsub-

ouchi Memorial THEATRE MUSEUM, Was巴daUniversity, 

Japan. The model includes 76,212 vertices, 150,013 trian-

gles and 4 lay巴rsin most cases. Figur巴7shows the visual re” 

suit of our system, rendered at a 512 x 512 r巴solution.Com-

paring with the traditional interactive visualization methodヲ

i.e. update each frame with depth peeling and re-generating 

view-dependent t巴xturemapping our ace巴leratedmethod can 

gain a acceleration of 40%. The frame rate can be improved 

from around 8 FPS to almost 12 FPS. We set the threshold 一一一一一 '=--=-' • or (IんQ川一 ｜ん{2,ilJ,(IんEil-IP,;E,I), and （｜乃；／＇，； IJas 

4 pixels, 0.2・｜耳立J,and (0.1・｜耳可j)respectively. The 
primitives which can not pass any of the last three items of 

comp訂isonof Equation 9 is discarded. Then the result of 
i=D 

9 can be evaluated by _l INr; -N_,.;[ where N,; is known by 

occlusion query. Our system will render the next frame by 
i=D i=D 

traditional method if 2. IN，； ー N＿，；［ く 0.1l N.si 

7. Conclusion 

We have presented a system for interactive visualizing the 

precious ancient Japanese Noh gossamer costum巴.Our sys-

tem use the bidirectional t巴xtur巴function(BTF) acquir巴dby 

OGM and depth peeling technique to achieve the realistic 

transparency rendering of Japanese Noh gossamer costume. 

We also adopt two effective acceleration method in our sys-

tem to guarante巴theinteractive walkthrough. 

• Do the z-range culling operation in both geometry and 

fragment shader. The un-necessary rasterization of those 

already wholly peeled polygons can be avoided. 

• Making use of the coherence between adjacent frames, 

cache the result of one frame and reconstruct the next sev-

era！台amesusing the cached data. Suppose scene geom-

etry has N polygons and the output window has n rcscト
lution. Comparing with the traditional rendering method, 
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堅手書関
（..支持：：委主配停：cj
．．恕；·~~~~懸ヨ・圃・・1：：：：：；懲記事．． ・・1ぷ：；ヌミミー・・E語気込議．． 

Figure 7: Interactive rende1 ing result of our sys/em. 

the time complexity of our interactive rendering scheme References 
2 2 -chan!!es from N to n and has no relationship with the 

input complexity. Note that N > 11 in most cases. 

We only consider the transparency of gossamer textil巴

in this paper. ln the future we will concentrate on how to 

achieve巴fficienttranslucency rend巴ting.
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